Abstract

This paper discusses the professionalism of engineering and its meaning to engineering education. Through evaluating the traditional ways of engineering education in universities and institutes of high learning, the paper shows the need for an engineering education strategy that enable students to evaluate a given scenario, identify, search & gather relevant information, work in teams, reason & justify to form opinions, apply various known tools, convince others and reflect regularly on whatever they do. The paper introduces problem based learning (PBL) approach for professional development in engineering education. It elaborates on the design and implementation of RP-PBL (Republic Polytechnic –PBL) approach within the School of Engineering, Republic Polytechnic, Singapore. As a part of the curriculum, collaboration with the industry and engineering professional bodies like Institution of Engineers Singapore (IES) and Singapore Industrial Automation Association (SIAA) to nurture the professionalism of engineering students is also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The aims of engineering education inevitably include the learning and understanding of fundamental engineering concepts and the development of appropriate solutions to the problems related to the topics in the curriculum. The problems in the course should cover the process of observing engineering related phenomena, understanding of concepts, statement and the search of different alternatives as solutions to the problem at hand. However, engineering education is more than that.

In the famous article about engineering education written by Prof. Dym [1], he had asked a few questions about present engineering education. “Can we create educational environments in which students learn more about engineering, and with greater interest and enthusiasm? Can our graduates be more sensitive to a wider range of needs than simply ‘technical’ issues? Can they enjoy a broader range of intellectual activity, both as engineering students and as lifelong members of the profession?” [1]

He had summarized his observations to engineering education into the following 5 points [1]:

1. Engineering curriculum has been designed to be highly structured, locked in too long, serial course sequences.
2. This curricular organization has been institutionalized within an engineering science model of engineering, and is delivered within academic cultures that clearly conform to the scientific research enterprise.
3. We seem to convey to all students the idea that mathematics is the language of engineering.
4. We have done a much better job teaching analysis than we have done teaching design.
5. We conduct the engineering education enterprise in an environment in which each student’s performance is largely assessed in individual terms, often in styles that encourage each student to see herself as being in competition with her peers.
The consequence of such engineering education is that the engineering graduates feel frustrated when they found it is so hard, if not impossible, to formulate mathematically a real-life problem they face in their job. They are uncomfortable to make decisions based on qualitative factors. They are good at analysis but can not synthesize a solution, which is more important for an actual engineering job. Because they study different subjects in silos and are assessed individually, engineering graduates are not good at communicating and collaborating with others in their work. Basically, they are unprepared for the engineering profession they need to practice when they leave the education system.

Although Prof. Dym’s article is regarding engineering education in US, the observations and questions are similar for engineering education in Singapore and many other Asian countries [2]. The existing conventional lecture-centric engineering education system would not be able to provide satisfactory answers to those questions.

Many of calls for engineering education reform from industry have focused primarily on issues related to the attitudes and skills required to prepare engineers generally for the profession, such as communication skills, teamwork, lifelong learning and ethics. These efforts have also been supported by initiatives to change the learning environment in which engineering is taught and to rely less on traditional lecture formats and increasingly on the creative aspects of engineering using active learning [3] and problem-based learning [2] to more effectively engage students [4].

2. Engineering as a Profession

To understand why the engineering education needs to be changed, we first have to understand engineering as a profession. The key for engineering education is to prepare students as an engineering professional instead of providing them with an entry-level certification for the profession [1]. Before answering the question “What do engineers really do?”, students should know engineering practice does not resemble engineering in school, with its never-ending lab reports, mathematical manipulations and books, books, books [5].

Profession is defined as a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive preparation including instruction in skills and methods as well as in the scientific, historical, or scholarly principles underlying such skills and methods, maintaining by force of organization concerted opinion high standards of achievement and conduct, and committing its members to continued study and to a kind of work which has for its prime purpose the rendering of a public service [5]. Engineering is a profession by this definition.

Profession occupations possess the following characteristics [2, 5]. First, entrance into a profession typically requires an extensive period of training, and this training is of an intellectual character. That is, a member of a professional community must master certain theoretical and technical knowledge that the general public cannot easily acquire. Second, professionals’ knowledge and skills are vital to the well being of the larger society. Third, professions usually have a monopoly or near monopoly on the provision of professional services. Fourth, professionals often have an unusual degree of autonomy in the workplace. Last, professionals claim to be regulated by ethical standards, which are usually embodied in a code of ethics. Because of the nature of engineering profession, engineering ethics is more preventive ethics [6]. In today’s world, economization converts professional-client relationships into ones based on financial incentives, allowing market forces to determine the quality of the professional-client interactions. This is one way where the moral duty of professionals to the society can get overshadowed by financial considerations.

In the eyes of the public, employers and students, the university provides a kind of certification that entitles graduates to certain privileges. A fundamental question then is, "what exactly do the universities certify?" The faculties in the university that conduct programmes leading to so-called professional degrees tend to consider the education they provide as a form of training. Professional organizations, which license professionals and issue practicing certificates, formally recognize university degrees as if university degrees certify certain abilities. On the other hand, some look at university education as the development of intellectual maturity. One can view both provision of training and development of intellectual abilities, as ways of certification for admitting individuals to a certain set of communities. In this sense, university teachers are agents from a community who nurture and help others in getting admitted to their community, be it a community of intellectuals or a community of practitioners or both [2].

That means educating someone to become a professional is a special responsibility. For engineering education, holism is a necessity. We need an education strategy that will make students regularly evaluate a given scenario, identify, search and gather relevant information, work in teams, reason and justify to form
opinions, apply various known tools, convince others and reflect regularly on whatever they do.

The concerns to higher education for profession are not limited to engineering school in universities. Medical school and law school are the first two schools who moved away from traditional lecture centric educational system to problem based learning pedagogy. Even in business school, there is a call to change the business education from “scientific model” to “profession model” recently [21].

3. Change of Engineering Education

In response to the requirements to the change of engineering education, Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET) has implement fundamental change to its accreditation philosophies, criteria and processes. Accreditation criteria now focus on what the engineering graduates have learnt and can do, instead of seat times they spent in classes [7]. Following this change, Penn State University had developed “World Class Engineer” concept for their curriculum reform. The attributes for a world class engineer build on the basis of a solid grounded, technically broad, versatile engineer who is aware of the wider world, effective in group operations and customer-oriented [4]. Many universities and high learning institutions have moved away from traditional lecture-centric pedagogy to more open-ended pedagogies, such as studios for engineering in Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) and Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) [8], engineering clinic in Harvey Mudd College [9], problem based learning (PBL) in many universities [2][11]-[19].

3.1 Studio for engineering

Studio for engineering is for students to immediately practice the techniques they learn from the courses. The universities to adopt this approach review engineering as an art [8]. Studio experience makes student realize that they need to learn techniques in order to obtain satisfactory results. Students are required to work in teams in studio. To create engineering devices and make it a success, students need to acquire sufficient knowledge of business, law, design, manufacturing, marketing, and many others. The difference between studio for engineering and problem-based learning is that a rigorous set of classroom-based courses incorporating the latest educational techniques is still maintained in the universities practicing studio for engineering.

3.2 Engineering clinic

Engineering clinic approach is developed in Harvey Mudd College (HMC) in US. It started in 1965 in which students work on real, external sponsored design and development projects. Like the "clinical" experience at medical school where students learn the practice of their profession by working with real patients and real problems, in the Engineering Clinic students are exposed to the art and practice of engineering profession by working on real problems for real clients. Students work in project teams of four or five juniors and seniors. The teams work on professional design and development projects for clients from industry, government, and the community. The clients pay a fixed fee ($41,000 for 2005/2006) for student teams to work on current problems which the company or agency needs solved [9].

HMC’s engineering curriculum is quite unique [10]. Unlike other universities which offer degrees in chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, and industrial engineering, HMC offers only a single, broad, unspecialized degree in engineering. That means the projects in engineering clinic can be truly multidisciplinary without the restriction of specializations.

3.3 PBL for engineering

Problem-based learning (PBL) is an learning methodology used in response to the challenges posed by today’s professional education. Contrary to the conventional model that places an application problem after concepts or topics have been introduced, PBL uses the problem to initiate learning. Besides promoting the construction of knowledge, it also contributes to the development of skills and attitudes deemed important for engineering professional and practice. Although the studio for engineering and engineering clinic mentioned above have the same objective to develop the professionalism in engineering students, the main difference between PBL and other types of active, student-centered learning processes is its emphasis in introducing concepts to students by means of challenges in the form of problems relevant to their future practice[11]. It has been proven that students are better engaged in a PBL class through the measurement and analysis of student engagement in university classes where varying levels of PBL methods of instruction are in use [12].

There are many different ways to develop PBL engineering curriculum. Fink describes project organised problem based learning concept [13]. It normally has a real-life engineering problems to solve. Each problem based project work comprises problem analysis and problem definition in engineering terms, problem
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solving, and documentation in terms of a report or a scientific paper and poster. Each problem takes months, if not weeks to solve. Cirstea introduces problem based learning (PBL) for full-time and part-time engineering courses, like microelectronics [14]. Fruchter and Lewis describe P5BL-problem, project, product, process, people based learning, a program in Stanford University [15]. Carravilla reports their pedagogical experiment to teach logistics without a formal class in FEUP. Student learning is organized around 5 themes in logistics. Although problem based learning is not mentioned in this report, their method is similar to PBL in nature [16]. Other PBL engineering curriculum published include PBL for civil engineering in Brazil [11], seven-step problem-based learning for an interaction design course [17], and implementation of the problem-based learning approach in the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Malaya [18], a student-centered, concept-embedded problem-based engineering thermodynamics in Kettering University[19], and many others.

At Republic Polytechnic (RP), Singapore, problem based learning takes one-day one problem approach [20]. The one-day one-problem approach is RP’s strategy to apply PBL to meets its specific mission of training technical professionals out of secondary school graduates. The strength of the approach is that it offers students opportunities to daily reflect about how they are learning. It also exposes students to concepts in an iterative manner and helps students be able to apply knowledge to unique situations by virtue of their familiarity with dealing regularly with the context of real world problems. For engineering school in RP, the challenge is to nurture professionalism in engineering students through the use of PBL.

4. RP-PBL for Engineering

In the School of Engineering at Republic Polytechnic, problem based learning (PBL) has been adopted to deliver the engineering curriculum. The curriculum of an engineering course seems to be naturally designed around the solution of problems, where the main goal is to ensure that the student develops enough abilities and skills. These abilities and skills are related to the analysis, abstraction, interrelationships between the main factors of the problems to be solved, inductive reasoning and analogy, synthesis and design. The problems in engineering curriculum should be real world problems in the best of the cases. However, a good problem does not have to be real-life problem, if it is realistic, interesting and meaningful [2].

The School of Engineering in RP adopts the same one-day one-problem approach as other schools in RP. The daily routine of one-day-one problem approach at RP is briefly described below [2], [22]:

- There are three meetings and two break-outs within a day of problem solving.
- The first meeting starts at 8:30am and lasts for about an hour. In the first meeting students receive a problem as a trigger for learning.
- Students with the help of a facilitator in five teams of five (total of 25 students in a class) examine the problem and clarify what it is they know and don’t know and formulate possible hypotheses.
- Teams identify learning issues they will investigate.
- After the first meeting, teams employ research strategies to collect relevant information during the first break-out time.
- The second meeting normally starts at 10:30am. During the second meeting before lunch the teams of five meet with facilitator to briefly discuss their progress.
- During the second break-out time after the second meeting, students continue in their team of five to review resource materials and peer teach what it is they have learnt from their research.
- The team develops an outcome for the problem before the third meeting. They present their findings to the other four teams and the facilitator for evaluation during the third meeting in the late afternoon, normally between 2-4pm.
- During third meeting presentation, students defend and justify their outcomes.
- After student presentation, facilitator presents the sixth presentation (after five presentations by students) to show his/her solution to the problem.
- Students complete a 15 min quiz to test what they have learnt during the day.
- After the whole day class, students reflect on the way they have learnt in their teams and write a reflection journal.

There are 6 key elements in the daily routine:
- Classroom setting and learning environment
- Three meetings and break-out time
- Problem statements and problem design
- Scaffolding
- Presentation
- Assessment

4.1 Classroom setting and learning environment

Students will be learning in groups of 25 with the guidance of a facilitator. The classroom layout is
designed in such a way that 5 students are sit face to face around a table. There are 5 tables in total in one classroom. Students are expected to share their own ideas, do research and develop possible solutions together with their team mates. Social bondings among students are developed due to a collaborative classroom environment.

Similar to a real working environment this days, all students in RP carry notebook computers to access their daily problem statement, do online research, share ideas through email and internet messaging, do their daily quiz, and complete understanding test. The whole RP campus is covered under wireless communication network and equipped with online resource access platform.

Depending on the engineering problems students face, they can conduct their meetings in laboratories to design and fabricate circuits and devices, or play games in classroom to simulate the real manufacturing operations, or go out of campus to observe and collect real data for analysis.

4.2 Three meetings and break-out time

There are three meetings every day for students to interact with facilitator of the class. While the first meeting is for students to understand the problem and figure out the knowledge they need to learn in order to attack the problem, the second meeting is giving a chance for students to move in the right direction. Normally this is done through the inquiries and leading questions from facilitator. The two breakout times between three meetings are for students to do self-directed learning. Students continue to learn through presentations during the third meeting. Challenging questions from facilitator and classmates force presenter and listener think more critically.

4.3 Problem statements and problem design

Problem statement is the key to trigger students to start to learn, and problem must be suitable for students to complete it within a day. The problem design and problem statement crafting become the most critical component for one day one problem approach. In Republic Polytechnic, the traditional topic-based curriculum is re-engineered to form a selection of key ideas that define the subject. For each key idea, a context is crafted that motivates a response dealing with the idea strongly. The subject content is secondary and shall get expressed along with the response. Each problem sets an achievable, meaningful & relevant target for the day to the students.

To get a feeling of problems in our engineering modules, an example from the module E214-Statistical Methods for Engineering is attached in Appendix 1.

4.4 Scaffolding

The students in RP are mainly secondary school graduates who have been so used to traditional lecture system invariably find themselves unfamiliar with the PBL environment. To help the students, well designed scaffolding is provided to nudge them towards developing a comprehensive response. Scaffolding is in the form of worksheet accompanying the problem statement. It can be released together with problem statement or in some cases, after the first meeting if facilitator does not want students to get clues from worksheet in the first meeting discussion. An example of worksheet for the problem in Appendix 1 can be found in Appendix 2.

4.5 Presentation

Students need to understand that they are like to work in a real small corporation as employers when they solve engineering problems daily. They need to defend their solution to problems in front of colleagues, managers and outsiders through meetings and presentation. Although powerpoint slides are most commonly used in presentation, students can present their solutions in many different format, including prototype of a simple devices, report generated from an enterprise application system, or even a quotation for customers. In Inventory Management module, students use Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software to manage a small, virtual company to produce selected product. They are required to setup company, product and processes, do daily planning and operations management through ERP software. Then they present through software demonstration and report generated from the system.

4.6 Assessment

In conventional lecture-centric educational system, examination is the major way of assessment. It drives students to learn for examination through memorizing the materials presented by lecturers in classroom, guessing the questions which may appear in exam paper, and drilling to finish an exam paper faster. In PBL approach, problem statement supposes to be the drive of the students’ learning. However, research shows that in general assessment tends to drive students’ learning [23]. Since the primary goal of PBL is to instill an attitude and character trait that will enhance the students’ critical
thinking and self-directed learning ability, assessment in PBL must be holistic.

At Republic Polytechnic, the assessment includes two main components: daily grade and understanding test grade. Daily grades capture the different facets of the broad perspective of problem solving in a team, convincing others on one’s position and reflecting on the day’s happenings. Multi-faceted information such as participation in team discussion, solution to problem, presentation skills, and daily reflection journal leads to the module grade. In addition to daily grade, facilitators also give feedback daily to each student. There is no assigned homework for students. Although daily quiz is conducted after each day’s class, the quiz results play a very limited role in daily assessment. Understanding tests are conducted four times per semester for each module. They assess the level of understanding of students to the problems they solved in the past few weeks.

Through survey and reflection journals submitted by students, we found students are more independent, more realistic to the actual engineering work they will do in their future. In an answer to reflection journal question (Inventory Management module-Problem 12) “Do you think you are able to do the self-directed learning now? What are the difficulties you meet in the self-directed learning?”, students believe they are trained to be independent, a good team player, problem solver and decision maker (full response can be found in Appendix 3). While the teamwork, communication and life-long learning abilities for engineering profession are naturally nurtured through PBL, the engineering ethics and the concept of liability of engineering practice needs to be injected into engineering curriculum specifically. The most important concept that should be conveyed to prospective engineers is that, as professionals, engineers are personally responsible for the consequences of their work, even the work is assigned by their managers [24].

Engineering students should understand that they need to think beyond the immediate tasks they are assigned to any project. They also need to know how important it is to pay attentions to details in their work, especially where safety is a factor. To achieve this, some engineering problems are crafted based on the engineering disasters happened in Singapore or other countries. Students will understand ethics when they try to solve technical problems in these disasters. The School of Engineering also works together with local engineering professional associations such as SIAA-Singapore Industrial Automation Association and IES-Institution of Engineers Singapore to help our students to develop professionalism through running student chapters in school and giving engineering profession related seminars and talks to students.

5. Conclusion

1. Engineering professionalism can be developed for students in school through active learning and problem based learning.
2. Attitudes and skills required to prepare engineers for the profession, such as communication skills, teamwork, lifelong learning and ethics can be developed in one-day one-problem PBL approach.
3. Students immersed in the PBL methodology experienced improvement in the understanding of engineering practices, mature into independent learners and inevitably developed problem solving skills.
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Appendix 1: Problem Statement

Problem Statement
Module: E214- Statistical Methods for Engineering
Title: Overbooking

Budget Hotel Singapore is a newly established 200 room Budget Class Hotel strategically positioned in the heart of the city. The hotel lobby lounge with its soothing ambience is a perfect place to unwind and relax. The cafe has a casual open-air setting which serves daily breakfast and meals. Conveniently located, the hotel proximity to facilities like restaurants, night-spots, travel agencies, clinics, banks etc made it a first choice accommodation for both businessmen and tourists.

Since their operations a year ago, the management of the hotel has realized that a certain percentage of guests will cancel their bookings at the last minute.

Last minute cancellation results in many of the rooms being left empty for the night. Thus resulting in lost of revenue for the hotel. The hotel being brand new has been fully booked for the whole of 2003. The table below shows the figures for March 2003. (Assume March figures to be representative of all the other months)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2: Problem Based Learning
Table: Number of last minute cancellations per day for the month of March

To avoid having empty rooms, the hotel management decided to allow overbooking of the rooms and hope that the right number of guests will turn up at the hotel. The hotel target to have at least 90% occupancy rate per day and also wants to ensure the possibility of having more guests than hotel rooms available to be as low as possible.

As part of the quality assurance team in the hotel. You are tasked to perform a statistical analysis and present a report with justifications for the recommendations, highlighting any risks that the hotel must consider.

Appendix 2: Scaffolding

Worksheet
Module: E214-Statistical Methods for Engineering
Problem: Overbooking

1. A coin is biased so that the probability of head is 2/3. What is the probability that a tail will happen in the next toss of the coin?
2. If the coin is tossed for 10 times, will the probability change for each of the 10 different times or will the probability remain the same? Will the probability change if the coin is tossed 100, 1000 times?
3. Let X be the discrete random variable that represents the event that heads comes up. What type of probability distribution do you expect X to have?
4. What is the probability that exactly four heads will come up when the coin is tossed 7 times?
5. Repeat the above calculations using Excel or Minitab or Binomial tables.
6. Find the probability for at least 3 heads.
7. Find the probability for at most 4 heads.
8. For Budget hotel Singapore, is the random variable of overbooking of hotel rooms binomially distributed?
9. For Budget hotel Singapore, with the current situation of no overbooking, but with the hotel fully booked and with the same probability of no show as during the March month, what are the probabilities of the following:
   a. More than 160 groups who booked the rooms turned up
   b. More than 180 groups who booked the rooms turned up
   c. At least 160 rooms were occupied
   d. At least 180 rooms were occupied
10. What can you infer from the answers to question 9?
11. What is meaning of allowing the guests to overbook? What problems or risks do you think happen when you allow overbooking?
12. What would be a good balance between overbooking and having more guest groups than available rooms?

Appendix 3: Reflection Journal

Reflection Journal Question:
Do you think you are able to do the self-directed learning now? What are the difficulties you meet in the self-directed learning?

One response from students:

In self-directed learning (SDL), responsibility on the part of the learner is a crucial characteristic. It is an important part where every team member plays his or her part in learning so that they can contribute and improve the team efficient level in solving the problem. It can cover both reading up of basic materials from books or the internet and exploration of advanced subject matter.

To date, I have been through 160 problems in my 1st year and 46 problems including today's one for my 2nd year which total up to be 200+ problems. Am I able to do the self-directed learning now? My answer is I do. However, for any learning, there are bound to be difficulties. As for SDL, one difficulty I have is with the finding the information. Sometimes, we are spoon-fed with very good resources and this saves our time in searching. When we do not have resources, we began searching from the World Wide Web and this is when the problem arises.

I think searching for the right information is really an art, especially if we do not know the 'keywords' relating to the problem. Some of the modules now do include the 'keywords' and it is very helpful to us in terms of searching for the related information. And identifying the learning objectives by doing our Git will also serve as an advantage for us in moving on the right track.

Choosing information is another tedious task. The World Wide Web may give me tonnes of information. Which to use? Are they reliable? These are some questions which I will ask myself and again, time is wasted here. As mentioned in my previous reflection journal, I prefer using book over information from the internet. It will save me from all the difficulties I met from finding information from the internet. A book goes through the several editing before being published and the information would be more reliable compared to those
from the internet. The only downside is the quantities available are limited and I may not be able to borrow it.

But, we should not be dependent on textbook or resources from facilitator. Nobody will give us the information or tell us how to do in the real world and this is also why RP adopt the PBL method to train us to be independent, good team player, problem solver and decision maker.